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Abstract—Mobile learning represents exciting new frontiers in education and pedagogy. Webster University has recently started offering courses for Mobile Computing. The designed curriculum focuses on practical experiences, which includes designing, creating, and testing mobile applications on mobile devices. In this paper, we report the curriculum designs, teaching strategies and tools applied; Major feedback also showed students were able to learn programming skills necessary to become more proficient in developing mobile applications.
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1 Introduction

Mobile learning represents exciting new frontiers in education and pedagogy. Mobile devices are ubiquitous: they encompass portable audio and video players, digital cameras, tablet PCs and PDAs, as well as cell phones and smart phones. A Sept. 2006 Cellular News story [1] estimated that there are more than 2.5 billion mobile phones worldwide. Although the mobile systems market is large and the career opportunities for students are excellent, relatively few universities offer mobile computing courses, much less teach mobile systems programming.[2]

Many schools have begun, or are considering, offering courses for programming mobile devices. A simple search on job recruiting website showed a dramatic increased demand in employment in mobile app development, mobile architecture, mobile design, or other mobile technology related field. A demand of education in mobile technology area has never been higher.

The Department of Mathematics and Computer Science at our university has recently proposed and started to offer a new B.S. degree in Mobile Computing. Students in our Mobile Computing major are focused on applying their technical skills to design, create, and test mobile applications. They will learn programming skills necessary to become proficient in developing mobile applications. These individuals are at the center of mobile development. They will be qualified to analyze, design, implement and test mobile applications as well as develop the required skills to maintain and update existing mobile applications. Graduates from this program will be able to apply their computing knowledge and technical understanding to move an organization into the mobile computing arena.

2 Background

Elon University and Appalachian University initiated a new Mobile program. [3] The report is rather comprehensive including both using mobile devices as teaching tools and teaching programming skills on Mobile devices. Course offered at Elon University used e-book, as supplemental reading material, along with Android Developers SDK. Students developed applications using Eclipse IDE and Android Development Tools plug-in. The course starts by lecture on the programming topics, and requires students to accomplish programming projects to fulfill the learning objectives. [3]

Appalachian state University offered a summer course with a combination of Android programming (80%) and iPhone programming (20%). The course carries out in a programming studio fashion and focuses on teaching problem-solving strategies [3]. Many other institutions have applied or used mobile technologies to enhance their teaching and students’ learning experiences [4-9]. Work by Queens University of Technology in Australia [7] studied mobile learning outcomes, challenges and proposed guidelines for future mobile learning experience.

A few other institutions practiced using existing programming environment for teaching students building applications for mobile devices without programming background, such as App Inventor for Android (AIA) from MIT [10, 11]. In addition, educators have also converted traditional lab assignments on using mobile devices. For example, practices from Wentworth Institute of Technology has applied graphics programming on Android platform [12]. Android platform has shown its special advantage: it supports OpenGL, it uses open source development environments and it is easy to publish apps. Wellesley college also adopted AIA as a teaching tool for their courses for CS students [13].

West New England University focuses on development and maintenance of real-world mobile applications [13], since
mobile applications development faces the challenge of developing for a rapidly evolving technology. Central Connecticut State University offered a mobile games course, which aims on providing students with a more exciting learning approach than pure coding. [13]

The mobile application development course offered at Nassau Community College in 2011. This is an effort of encouraging students at community college to complete their CS degree. [13]

Hampshire College offered a mobile computing course but with a focus on interface and application design rather than implementation [14]. The course used Cabana, which allows rapid interface design and application development, as platform. Students from various levels of programming background found Cabana as a easy adoptable software to help them rapidly develop and change mobile application designs. Technological limitations [15], such as lacking of mobile learning devices and resources, also makes mobile computing programs from carrying out world-wide.

Currently, there is a number of institutions offer a mobile computing related course, which can be classified into three categories [16]. First, mobile application development classes, students learn about building applications[17]. Second, mobile computing classes [18], students study mobile computing related issues and algorithms. Third, mobile computing client classes [19], students learn traditional CS concepts using mobile computing as a context for examples.

Earlier work summarized by Trifonova [20] showed limited capabilities, such as short time (5-10 minutes), simple functionalities, content domain specific, etc. Earlier works [21] also summarized mobile learning as an educational provision where the sole or dominant technologies are handheld or palmtop device. However, little work, which focused on teaching students how to program or learning technologies behind mobile devices, was found.

Based on ARCS learning model and mobile technologies’ characteristics in promoting and enhancing human interactions, a variation to the ARCS model, the Shih’s Mobile Learning Model (see Figure 2), was created to support instructional design for mobile learning. The learning cycle in the Shih’s model includes: [22]

1. Sending a multimedia message to mobile phones to trigger and motivate learners
2. Searching the Web for relating information by using embedded hyperlinks (URLs) in the message received in the phone
3. Discussing with learning peers by text, voice, picture, or video messaging
4. Producing a digital story telling of what they learn by audio or video diary (mob blogging journal)
5. Applying what they learn in the simulated environment, such as online educational gaming

Figure: Learning Cycle in Shih’s Mobile Learning Model [22]

Work by Kulik [2] developed a hands on lab which is designed for students to understand and develop programs for mobile devices. The lab covered many important aspects of mobile computing technologies, include: mobile development environments, interface design, mobile PANs, wireless infrastructure and other mobile network related techniques. The audiences are graduates anticipating a Master’s degree of engineering in Distributed Computing.

3 Program Framework

Previous literatures studied the different subjects that should be included into the new mobile learning paradigm [23]. Mobile learning applications; mobile user infrastructures (such as browser, hand-held devices); Mobile protocol (adoption of content with WAP); and mobile network infrastructure (cellular systems, satellites, etc.) are the four proposed learning frameworks.

Our unique Mobile Computing program focuses on problem solving techniques, analyzing system component using mobile computing techniques, as well as building an in-depth knowledge of advanced mobile computing and development techniques.

Some of the required courses are listed in the table below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Number</th>
<th>Course Name</th>
<th>Course Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COSC 1550</td>
<td>Programming I with C++</td>
<td>Basic C++ programming foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 1560</td>
<td>Programming II with C++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 1570</td>
<td>Math for Computer Science</td>
<td>Basic logics, and mathematical skills for computer science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 2050</td>
<td>Programming with Java</td>
<td>Basic Java programming foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 2060</td>
<td>Advanced Java</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 2070</td>
<td>Introduction to Mobile Technology</td>
<td>Mobile technologies, mobile networks, basic mobile computing techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 3340</td>
<td>Mobile Computing I</td>
<td>Programming skills on mobile platforms. Currently the content is programming for iOS devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 3350</td>
<td>Mobile Computing II</td>
<td>Advanced programming skills on mobile platforms. Currently the content is programming for Android devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 4510</td>
<td>Mobile Development I</td>
<td>Comprehensive understandings on mobile platform development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSC 4520</td>
<td>Mobile Development II</td>
<td>Applications of comprehensive skills on mobile platforms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other required courses for B.S. in Computer Science

Table 1, required courses for our new Mobile Computing program

Specifically, each of the major mobile courses is discussed below:

**COSC 2070 Introduction to Mobile Technology**
This course studies the fundamentals of mobile technology. It focuses on emerging mobile technology, the potential of the mobile application market, and the technological and marketing challenges that make mobile applications difficult to commercialize. This course will also discuss the various tools available to build powerful mobile applications. Some of the tools we used in class include: PhoneGap[24], MIT App Inventor [25].

**COSC 3340 Mobile Computing I**
This course will study the leading-edge mobile computing technologies for professional software developers. This course is hands-on and project-based. The central focus of the course is to enable the understanding and critical evaluation of mobile applications.

Currently, the major component of the course is on designing and developing applications on the iOS platform. The course is primarily a programming course using Objective-C.

**COSC 3350 Mobile Computing II**
This course will focus on more advanced mobile computing techniques and mobile application development schemes. The central focus of this course is to further enhance the knowledge and critical evaluation of mobile applications and the mobile development process. We carry out the content by teaching programming with Java on Android platforms.

**COSC 4510 Mobile Development I**
This course aims to provide a greater depth of knowledge by studying the analysis and design process of mobile device computing. Topics include the available development tools, mobile development paradigms, device limitations, mobile application feasibility and economics, and the future trends of mobile computing.

**COSC 4520 Mobile Development II**
This course studies mobile development from three perspectives: mobile technology, application development, and user interaction. This course overviews various mobile applications, technologies and wireless communications. Students will learn about common paradigms in mobile development such as computing in environments with limited resources. This course will also study current research in mobile development.

4 Preliminary Feedbacks

The university curriculum committee originally approved the program in the spring of 2012. Three of new courses, Introduction to Mobile Technologies, Mobile Computing I, and Mobile Computing II were offered for the first time in the following academic year of 2012-2013. In addition, Introduction to Mobile Technologies was offered twice in the consecutive semesters; the class (18 seats) was fully enrolled for each time it was offered.

The responses we received were enormous. Most students reported they enjoyed the courses to a great extent. Some were able to study advanced mobile programming and other skills in addition to the course content. More specifically, among all students who attended the classes, about 20% of them have non-computer-science related majors. Majority of the students walked in with little or no knowledge with how to program or develop an app on mobile devices. At the end of the semester, we are pleased with most of students’ work. In fact, four of the students were able to receive job offers from local mobile technology related businesses.
Some responses and suggestions from the students were incredibly interesting. Some students reported they walked into the classroom expecting to be “playing with an iPad”, but ends up learning advanced programming languages such as Objective-C. Freshmen or students who had little knowledge in programming enjoyed learning MIT App Inventor [25], which they described as “an interesting way of learning programming skills behind interface designs”. Some students suggested other topics, such as C#, Windows 8, and blackberry, to be included into the curriculum.

Nevertheless, we are already facing a few challenges even though the program is still at its infant stage.

1. Many students are more interested in learning the “cool” aspects of mobile technology, such as interface design, tools, and game designs. Fewer paid attention to fundamental skills such as debugging or testing.
2. The program is high maintenance. With the fast growing mobile world, it is not only costly in the getting new devices and software periodically, but also in learning new technologies and programming skills for both the instructors and students.
3. Many students, who are currently enrolled in our Computer Science program, questioned the necessity of switching their majors to Mobile Computing. While the new Mobile Computing program is attractive and innovative, we still need long-term studies to prove that it is as sustainable as a traditional Computer Science degree.

We believe, in a long term, this work will advance the understanding of engaging students into new degree programs, in order to prepare students for today’s rapidly growing and changing computer technological jobs. The teaching materials and methodologies developed will help improve the students’ problem solving skills. The project and the research will generate data and materials that can be beneficial to other universities with a similar degree program.

5 Conclusion

We are positively looking forward for another great semester of Mobile Computing offerings. Although there are currently 5 new courses in the program, we are thinking about adding other topics into the curriculum. We are also conducting long-term studies on the students’ learning outcomes to further assess the sustainability of the program.
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